Introduction {#s0005}
============

Pancreatic ductal adenocarcinomas (PDACs) are known to progress rapidly, are often diagnosedat an advanced stage [@bb0005] and are generally challenging for early treatment response assessment [@bb0010]. Histopathologically, PDAC is distinguished by a prominent desmoplastic reaction, a process in which fibrous tissue infiltrates and envelops neoplasms, adding to the difficulty of early diagnosis [@bb0015]. When such cancer tissue is treated with radiation therapy (RT), local tissue damage will be induced. However, normal tissue that is mixed within the vicinity of tumor tissue tends to overcome some of the damage through a process called regeneration. If tumor vasculature fails to regenerate normally, i.e., create normally structured and functionedcells, then, the tissue is repaired and replaced by scarred fibrosis/fibroblasts tissue [@bb0020], [@bb0025] that can be seen by appropriate histological stains.

The apparent diffusion-coefficient (ADC) map obtained from diffusion-weighted (DW) magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) reflects overall diffusivity of water molecules within tissue at the cellular level. ADC depends on a number of factors, including water mobility in the intra- and extracellular space, the relative volume of the extravascular extracellular space, cellular membrane integrity, macromolecular components and permeability [@bb0030]. ADC values have been correlated with cellularity in brain cancer [@bb0035] and hepatocellular carcinoma [@bb0040] where low-ADC values were observed in dense and fibrotic tumors due to increased tissue cellularity and reduced extravascular extracellular space volume. Several studies have demonstrated the potential of using DW-MRI to detect and measure cellular changes that occur in response to chemoradiationtherapy in diffuse malignant gliomas [@bb0045], [@bb0050] and primary bone tumors [@bb0055]. Current imaging assessment of tumor response to neoadjuvant chemoradiation (nCR) relies primarily upon changes in tumor size; thisrequires significant time due to the relatively slow removal of tumor macromolecular debris after cell death [@bb0010]. Subsequently, it would be advantageous to detect individual cellular changes in the early phase of treatment course, allowing for highly individualized treatment adaptation.

Herein, we study the ability of ADC value to assess cellular changes in PDAC patients receiving nCR treatment. The cellular changes observed with ADC value will be validated with the pathological treatment response assessment of resectable and borderline resectablePDAC patients.

Material and Methods {#s0010}
====================

Imaging and pathologic data for a total of 25patients with histologically confirmed resectable and borderline resectable PDACarising in the pancreatic head were retrospectively reviewed.

MRI Data {#s0015}
--------

MRI simulation for RT planning was performed on a 70-cm bore, 3T scanner (Verio, Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) with the patient setup in treatment position on a flat tabletop insert. The integrated body radiofrequency (RF) coil was used for signal transmission and the combination of a spine phased-array RF coil and two flexible phased-array RF coils was used for signal reception. Respiratory triggering was applied at the 50% phase of the respiratory cycle, corresponding to end of expiration. A two-dimensional, single-shot, twice-refocused spin-echo, echo-planar imaging sequence was used for DWI acquisition, along with the following parameters: pixel size, 1.4 × 1.4 mm^2^; matrix (MAT), 256 × 160; time to echo (TE), 60 ms; time to repetition (TR), 10,000 ms; generalized autocalibrating partially parallel acquisition (GRAPPA) (R=2); number of excitations (NEX), four; slice thickness (TH), 8 mm; b = 0, 500, 1000 s/mm^2^.

Pathological Treatment Response and Tumor Size {#s0020}
----------------------------------------------

After pancreatic surgery/tumor resection, the surgicalspecimens were fixed in formalin overnight and subsequently, the gross examination was performed. The areas of tumor and surrounding fibrosis in the head of the pancreas were serially sectioned. Hematoxylin and eosin sections were prepared and treatment effect was evaluated microscopically. An example of sucha pathological assessment of the surgical specimen is shown in [Figure 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}*A*. The College of American Pathologists (CA3P) grading system [@bb0060] was used to evaluate the extent of residual tumor as follows: Grade0 (G0) for complete response (no viable cancer cells), Grade 1(G1) for moderate response (single cells or small groups of residual cancer cells in extensive fibrosis), Grade 2 (G2) for minimal response (residual cancer outgrown by fibrosis) and Grade 3 (G3) for poor response (extensive residual cancer). The pathologist provided the measurementof the largest dimension of continuous tumor lesion. In a case of multiple foci of a discontinuous tumor, the largest focus was measured.Figure 1(A) An example of pathological assessment of surgical specimen (top); and (B) a scheme of the neoadjuvant chemoradiation(nCR) treatment management and MRI staging and restaging scan for resectable and borderline resectable pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma patients (bottom).Figure 1

Gross Tumor Volume Delineation {#s0025}
------------------------------

Custom software was used to generate ADC parameter maps from the native DWI, using a noise threshold of 2%, and a montage of the b = 0 s/mm^2^ and b = 1000 s/mm^2^. DWI images and ADC parameter maps were transferred offline and post-processed, using software (MIM, version 6.4.5; Cleveland, OH, USA). Pre- and post-nCRgross tumor volume (GTV) on the DWI and ADC were manually delineated from regions confined within the pancreas head with hyperintensity appearance characteristics on DWI and hypointensityon ADC maps.

Treatment Response Assessment {#s0030}
-----------------------------

ADC value change was assessed over two time points, pre-and post-nCR,forthe23patients who had MRI scans and underwent surgery after completing the nCR therapy. The histogram of ADC values in all the voxels inside the ADC-defined GTVswas used to calculate the mean ADC values, as well as their standard deviation (SD). In addition, the volumes of pre-and post-nCR GTVs were calculated and the post-nCRADC tumor maximum dimensions (TMD) were measured, using an automated function in MIM (MIM Software Inc.) called RECIST and compared to the pathologically defined tumor size. RECIST provides a robust and reproducible measure of TMD, which is based on the GTV center of mass.

An automatic outlier eliminating nonlinear two-component Gaussian-fitting method was used to separate cancer-related tissue (i.e., cellularity) from fibrosis (i.e., scars) tissue inside the GTV and comparedwith pathological treatment assessments for all 25 patients. Although one can make more than a two-component Gaussian fit, patients' pathological treatment response grading was reported in terms of cellularity and fibrosis, thus, the choice of two-component was made to allow validation. The two-component Gaussian fit peaks were arranged as such: the lowest-ADC value was assigned for cellularity and the highest-ADC value for fibrosis. From peaks amplitude, i.e., peak 1 and 2, the fraction of cellularity to fibrosis component occupying the GTV was also calculated, which was mathematically defined as:$$\text{Fraction\ of\ component}\ 1 = \frac{\mathit{Peak}\ 1_{\mathit{amplitude}}}{\mathit{Peak}\ 1_{\mathit{amplitude}} + \mathit{Peak}\ 2_{\mathit{amplitude}}},\mspace{9mu}\text{and\ fraction\ of\ component}\ 2 = \left( {1‐\text{fraction\ of\ component}\ 1} \right).$$

Statistical Analysis {#s0035}
--------------------

Mean ADC value, pathological treatment responseand histograms of post-nCR ADC values for the patients studied were transferred to Prism (version 6; GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA) for statistical analysis. A Wilcoxon matched pairs test was used to determine whether significant differences existed between pre- and post-nCR mean ADC values and between TMD defined by ADC-GTV and pathological reported values. A Pearson's correlation coefficient test was used to determine the correlation of pathological treatment response (cellularity) and mean ADC values. Additionally, receiver-operating-characteristic curve (ROC) analysis was used to calculate the area under the curve (AUC) of the ADC values for differentiating G1, G2 and G3 cases. For all statistical tests, *P*=0.05 was used for significance.

Results {#s0040}
=======

All 25 patients underwent surgery after completing the nCR therapy. Per our institutional protocol, these patients were treated with chemotherapy (gemcitabine or Xeloda, and FOLFIRINOX or gemcitabine-Abraxane) and RT (50.4 Gy delivered in 28 fractions, using intensity-modulated radiation therapy \[IMRT\]). All 25 patients had post-nCR MRI, while 23 had both pre- and- post-nCR DW-MRI data. All 25 patients underwent surgery on an average of 34 days, ranging from 29 to 50 days, after completing the nCR treatment. The average duration from post-nCR MRI scan to the surgery was eight days, ranging from five to 16 days. The average duration from nCR completion to post-nCR MRI scan was 27 days, ranging from 18 to 43 days. The average duration from completion of RT to the post-MRI scan was 25 days, ranging from 21 to 50 days. The treatment management schedules, including chemoradiation therapy, pre- and post-MRI scans and surgery for bothresectable and borderline resectable cases, are shown in [Figure 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} band patient characteristics are presented in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}.Table 1Patient Characteristics, Pre-ADC Defined GTV and CT Based GTV for ComparisonsTable 1Total sample size25Tumor locationPancreas headTreatment effect gradingG13 (12 %)G216 (64%)G36 (14%)Tumor statusResectable3Borderline22No. of patients with pre and post ADC23 (92%)No. of patient with post ADC25 (100%)Pathology tumor maximum dimension (TMD)2.5 (1.6 -- 3.8) cmPre-ADC defined GTV, mean and range19.4 (7.4 -- 36.8) cm^3^Pre-CT defined GTV, mean and range40.8 (9.61 -- 228.2) cm^3^

ADC Value Changes {#s0045}
-----------------

The comparison of the mean ADCvalues in the GTVs, defined based on the ADC map, for the two timepoints, pre- and post-nCR, indicates that the average mean and SD of the ADC values for the 23patients analyzed were significantly higher in post-nCR (1.667 ± 0.161×10^-3^) compared with those pre-nCR (1.395 ± 0.136×10^-3^ mm^2^/sec) GTVs (*P*\<0.05). In addition to quantitative changes in pre-and post-nCR ADC values, spatial changes in the ADC map (heterogeneity) were also observed. [Figure 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} presents comparisons of pre- and post-ADC maps for a sample case with the moderate response (G2), wherestent was included in the manually defined pre-GTV (hypointense), and due to GTV shrinkage, the stent was excluded in the post-GTV (hyperintense). While stent artifact is generally challenging. It has been shown that considerable artifact was seen in DWI with stainless steel stent, but not in the nitinol containing stents [@bb0010]. Thus, effort was made to avoid using stainless steel stent.Figure 2Slice-to-slice comparison of the pre-and post-nCR ADC maps. Change in spatial heterogeneity of ADC values before and after the nCR for a pancreatic head tumor with pathologically proven moderate response (G2) is shown.Figure 2

Morphological Changes {#s0050}
---------------------

GTV shrinkage was dominantin all 23patients with MRI data, [Figure 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}. The average mean and SD of the GTV volumes analyzed were significantly smaller in post-nCR (9.75±5.93 cc) compared with those in pre-nCR (37.79±12.1 cc) GTVs (*P*\<0.05),based on the Wilcoxon test. In contrast, tumor volume change of up to 40% during chemoradiation as measured from daily CT was reported by Chen et al, [@bb0065]. Post-nCRADC-defined TMD was generally larger than the pathologically defined tumor size, with a mean difference of \~ 6 mm ranging from four to 17 mm. Detailed discussion on GTV delineation variability using multimodality imaging including 3D/4D CT, dynamic contrast enhanced (DCE)-MRI, ADC-MRI, and PET/CT for RT of pancreatic cancer was addressed in a previous work byDalah et al [@bb0070]. The mean difference (range) in the measurements of maximum diameter of GTV from DCE-MRI, and ADC-MRI compared with pathologic specimens for a total of 8 patients were 0.84 (2.24 to 0.9), 0.41 (0.15 to 2.3) cm, respectively. The mean differences and difference ranges between the GTV of DCE-MRI, and ADC-MRI, and the GTV from 3D/4D CT were found statistically different with -37.26 (-76.20 to -5.32), -31.24 (-79.40 to -6.40) cm^3^, respectively, indicating 3D/4D CT defined GTV were larger than DCE-MRI and ADC-MRI. This finding is realistic given the CT defined GTV is based on delineating the whole pancreas head rather than the gross tumor nested inside the pancreas head.Figure 3Gross tumor volume (GTV) delineation based on ADC map demonstrating general tumor shrinkage post-nCR.Figure 3

Pathologicallyvalidated {#s0055}
-----------------------

The mean post-nCRADC values for all 25patients correlated significantly with the pathologic treatment response cellular changes, with r=-0.5172 and *P*\<0.05. The area under the curve (AUC) of the ADC values for differentiating G1, G2 and G3 cases using ROC analysis was found to be 0.6310 and *P*=0.03. [Figure 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}*A* presents the correlations of pathological response (cellularity) with the mean post-nCR ADC values and the stained pictures of all three categories with G1 showing single cells or small clusters of residual cancer cells in extensive fibrosis, G2 demonstrating residual cancer outgrown by fibrosis and G3 evidencing extensive residual cancer. These were read under Hematoxylin & Eosin Stain, 200 magnification powers. The color wash post-nCR ADC map clearly demonstrates cellular heterogeneity across the GTV, with higher ADC values dominating in G1 pathologically defined surgery specimens and moderate- and low-ADC values predominating in G2, and G3, respectively. This finding also has been confirmed with the GTV voxel histograms of samples of G1, G2 and G3 responding patients, as shown in [Figure 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}*B*).Figure 4(A) Significant correlations (top) of pathological treatment response with the mean post-nCR ADC values and the stained pictures (bottom) of all three categories shown with G1 single cells or small clusters of residual cancer cells in extensive fibrosis, G2 residual cancer outgrown by fibrosis, and G3 extensive residual cancer. (B) Spatial post-nCR ADC value heterogeneity in relation to treatment response (cellularity as a result of failing regeneration) together with histogram data for all three-tumor response grading.Figure 4

Cellularity Versus Fibrosis {#s0060}
---------------------------

Histograms of post-nCR ADC-defined GTV for all 25 patients were fitted byautomated outlier eliminating nonlinear Gaussian regression based on pathological treatment effect that is graded according to tumor cells destruction i.e., cellularity and fibrosis regions ([Figure 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}). The amplitude, mean and SD for each compartment (peak 1 and peak 2) were computed. The average mean and SD of the ADC values, as well as the average fraction of occupied component in these ADC-defined cellularity and fibrosis regions were 1.801±0.116×10^-3^ (37%) and 2.039±0.250×10^-3^ (63%) forthe G1 cases, 1.566±0.144×10^-3^ (44%) and 1.657±0.112×10^-3^ (56%) for G2 and 0.470±0.0.635×10^-3^(79%) and 0.903±0.962×10^-3^(21%) for G3, respectively. [Figure 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"} presents the mean post-nCR ADC values for the cellularity and fibrosis regions for the G1, G2 and G3 responses. Treatment response heterogeneity among individuals is expected, which is thought to be related to the heterogeneous nature of tumor aggressiveness, individuals physiological and biological status. We believe that the patient heterogeneity causes the change of the mean ADC values for both fibrotic portion and cellular portion with respect to different response grades. A sample ADC histogram, along with the two Gaussian-fitting peaks, is included in [Figure 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}.Figure 5The mean post-nCR ADC values (left) for the cellularity and fibrosis regions, as divided by nonlinear Gaussian regression fitting, for the G1, G2 and G3 responses. A sample ADC histogram with two Gaussian fitting curves is included (right).Figure 5

Discussion {#s0065}
==========

A desmoplastic reactionis a distinctive histopathologic finding in PDAC. The abundant growth of fibrotic tissue through secretion of collagen (protein) infiltrates and encases neoplasmscausing a remarkable dense extracellular matrix component [@bb0015], which limits the delivery of radiosensitizing systemic therapy and reduces the amount of oxygen available for radiation-induced free radical formation, thereby decreasing the effectiveness of chemoradiation [@bb0075]. The presence of an adequate oxygen tension, of approximately 25 -- 30 mmHg, significantly increases the lifetime of these toxic free radicals, leading to a more effective radiotherapy outcome [@bb0080]. This explains the profound resistance of this cancer to treatment and the challengeof early treatment response assessment. In radiation therapy, as more cells become damaged by radiation, more scarring and fibrosis are created due to failing regeneration. This causesviable tissue to be replaced by fibrotic tissue, which is considered an indication of a successful treatment.

ADC, calculatedfrom diffusion-weighted MRI,provides useful informationabout tumor cellularity, permeability and membrane integrity [@bb0030]. In neoplasms, a decrease in ADC has been shown to correlate with an increase in cellularity in certain tumor types [@bb0035], [@bb0040], [@bb0085]. In contrast, an increase in ADC has been considered an indication of successfultreatment in gliomas and primary bone tumors [@bb0045], [@bb0050], [@bb0055]. Changes in diffusion parameters measured one week after initial treatment were significantly correlatedwith later response or no response in patients with brain tumors [@bb0045]. The rationale behind delineating the GTV on the ADC map instead of the DWI is to eliminate the T2 shine-through-effect, which refers to a high signal on DWI that is not related to restricted diffusion, but rather to high T2 signal associated with long T2 decay time in some normal tissues.

In this pilot study, we found significant correlation between the change of ADC values before and after treatment and pathological treatment response in patients with PDAC following neoadjuvant chemoradiation. The analysis of pre- and post-nCR ADC histograms demonstrated a shift toward higher-ADC values in tumorsthat pathologically showed good response to nCRtreatment. The nonlinear Gaussian regression analysis may allow distinguishing different tissue characteristics based on their water-restricted diffusion in the GTVs. The two ADC values obtained from the two compartments may be assigned for water-restricted diffusion from 1) the cancer tissue (cellularity) left in the tumor vicinity and 2) the fibrotic tissue that resulted from failure to regenerate normal tissue. [Figure 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}*A* demonstrates a negative significant relationship between mean ADC values in association with pathological treatment response findingswhile [Figure 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates a reasonably clear trend between cellularity versus fibrosis obtained from fitting and that of the pathological response grading system. In addition, the average occupied fraction of cellularity to fibrosis that was calculated from the peaks amplitude demonstrates higher percentage of fibrosis (63%) to cellularity (37%) in G1-responding patients, while there is a higher percentage of cellularity (79%) to fibrosis (21%) in G3-responding patients. Based on this finding, it isreasonable to assumethat the lower-ADC values obtained from the nonlinear Gaussian regression are associated with more cancer residuals (cellularity), whereas the higher ADC values from the same fitting are raised from the water restriction ofthe fibrotictissue in the GTV, which also agrees with Muraoka et al [@bb0085]. This group [@bb0085] found a correlation between preoperative ADC values in cancerous and noncancerous tissue, with low-ADC values indicating cancerous tissue and high-ADC values indicating noncancerous tissue. However, the large amount of fibrotic tissue in the Muraoka et al [@bb0085] study refers to the desmoplastic reaction of pancreatic tumors rather than failed regeneration, as the study was conducted in preoperative patients. In thispilot study that involves postoperative patients, the ADC values representing the fibrosis (scars) are shown to be more dominant than the ADC values representing the cellularity, at least, for the good- and moderate-responding patients. These preliminary findings suggestthat the ADC map maybe used as a potential surrogate for treatment response in pancreatic adenocarcinoma patients.

An early treatment response assessment for patients with pancreatic cancer is highly desirable, offering the potential to adapt therapy to the patient-specific response. The ability to identify spatially varying ADC changes within the GTVduring RT delivery would allow treatment modification so that a higher radiation dose may be delivered to thenon- or poor-respondingregions within the GTVs.

To our knowledge, a limited number of reports have looked at ADC parameter maps in pancreatic adenocarcinoma. A few retrospective studies found that tumors with low-ADC values responded poorly to systemic therapy [@bb0010], [@bb0090], consistent with our current findings. Kurosawa et al [@bb0095] identified preoperative ADC values as a significant prognostic factor after surgery for resectablepatients. Nishiofuku et al [@bb0100] found that the longitudinal changes of ADC values throughout the course of chemotherapy, i.e.,four weeks, were the strongest predictor of prognostic-free survival in unresectable patients. A major limitation in our study is the small patient number. A larger sample size is needed to establish a cutoff value and the thresholding method to distinguish cellularity from fibrosis for G1, G2 and G3 pathologicallyresponding patients, given that a statistically significant correlation exists between ADC value and tumor cellularity, whether originating from desmoplastic reactions or failing regeneration. Our primary endpoint was the pathologic response, according to the grading system developed by Washington et al [@bb0060]. Larger studies will be required to establish a standardized response criteria specific for ADC parameter maps, similar to that of RECIST and PRECIST1.0.

Conclusions {#s0070}
===========

Changes between pre- and post-treatment ADC radiomicparameters (e.g., mean ADC) were found to correlate with pathological treatment response for pancreatic adenocarcinoma patients treated with chemoradiation. These data reflect that ADC values acquired following a course of chemoradiation could be used to predict tumor pathologic response and improve the selection of patients who could preferentially benefit from therapeutic intensification.
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